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Kitty and I and our family bring to this, our third inaugural —, and
incidently, our first when I’ve not been forced to take a four year

vacation before returning to the State House.
Four years ago, the people of this Commonwealth gave me an

opportunity rare in American politics - a second chance. They asked
you and me to restore integrity and competence and compassion to
state government. And I said on that day in January of 1983, when
so many of you were here for another inaugural event, that if there
was one thing I hoped we could do together it was to make the citizens
of this Commonwealth proud of their state government.

1 believe we’ve done that not perfectly, because we’re all human
beings with all the imperfections that mortals have not completely,
because we still have a lot of unfinished business to do and new worlds
to conquer

But pride, pride is back in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Our people are proud, they’re optimistic, they’re confident about

their Commonwealth and about its future
And this Legislature, which I believe is as good and as progressive

and as fine as any legislature in the country, has had much to do with
all that we have accomplished over these past four years. And so to
the Speaker, to the Senate President, to each of you who has served
with us and to those who begin your legislative careers this week, a
very, very special thank you. This has been a team effort in every sense
of the word and I am grateful to you all

And today, as we look forward to a bright and exciting future for
Massachusetts, I am grateful to the people of the Commonwealth for
giving me a new teammate, one who is herself today a maker of
Massachusetts history and a trailblazer into new territory. To E
Murphy, a heartfelt welcome aboard

We begin 1987 with some very important and unfinished busin
To eradicate the shadow of homelessness that haunts the needy and

to extend the dream of home ownership to young families, we mumus

pand our efforts to rehabilitate every abandoned unit of
n this Commonwealth and to build thousa
our people, and especially our young families, can af

Fo safeguard the health of every Massachusetts family, we mus
approve this year legislation that can protect us from the dangers of
solid and hazardous and radioactive waste and guarantee to all
Massachusetts families clean and safe drinking water

I can’t begin to describe to you in words the joy and gratitude that
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For the thousands of men and women who have devoted their entire
professional lives to public service, and we’re very grateful to them,
we are on the threshold of what I believe can be sweeping pension
reform that will provide the retirement security that they have earned.

We have already made a solemn commitment in this state to provide
care and support for those among us who are afflicted by mental illness
- too many of whom today are barely surviving in shelters for the

homeless. This year we must approve the capital resources we need
to transform our mental hospitals into first-class, well-staffed, caring
institutions and to build housing, special kinds of housing, that can
provide the necessary support for emotionally-troubled citizens. For
they, too, can and should have the chance to live their lives in dignity.

And now that this legislature has approved a strong and courageous
prison expansion bill, and they are to be congratulated for that, we
must finish the job by ensuring that the punishment of those who
commit violence against others is tough, is fair, and is consistent.

But this is a time to do more than simply complete the good work
of the past four years.

It’s a time for dreams. It’s a time for vision
It’s a time when we have it within our power to create a future in

which every Massachusetts citizen, and 1 mean every Massachusetts
citizen, enjoys the kind of opportunity that each of us wants for
ourselves and for our families.

It is a golden time in a golden state a time when the glow of
opportunity that lights this Commonwealth can shine in every heart
and every home, illuminating a future where the dreams and
aspirations of each of us and each of our children find fulfillment.

And if there is any state in the nation that can transform that vision
into reality, it is this Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Not as an act of charity not simply because our hearts go out
to people in need, important though that may be - but because we
understand in this state of ours that all of us live richer and better
lives in a society in which all of us, all of us, have the opportunity
to achieve the best that is in us and to make a real contribution
to our community

But if we are to make that vision real if we are to open up the
door of opportunity to all of our citizens then we must commit
ourselves to two very fundamental goals

First, the building of an economic environment that is creative; that
is innovative; that is competitive; and that can provide us with the
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means of creating opportunity for every citizen and every family in
the Commonwealth, and

Second, an all-out assault on the causes of poverty and dependency
not just the treatment of their symptoms and of their consequences.
These two goals go hand in hand and in Massachusetts we

understand that. For we believe that we can not only create a bigger
pie but that we can make it possible for everyone to get to the table
and to make his or her own contribution to the success we have
achieved and the pride we feel.

That is why our continuing commitment to economic growth and
good jobs and a competitive economy is so important. And thanks
to our efforts over the past decade, we have a wonderful foundation
on which to build.

We must continue to nurture the spirit of innovation
We must continue to build alliances between and among the

business and labor and educational communities.
We must continue to invest in education at all levels and for

all ages.

We need a Center of Excellence in applied technology and
productivity that can help turn our older, our more mature industries
into modern manufacturing enterprises in which the latest technology
and growing cooperation between management and labor can make
us competitive with anyone in the entire world.

We need small business incubators where young and promising
entrepreneurs can come together to build the Digitals and the Wangs
and the Data Generals of the future.

We need a first-class network of customized training that will make
it possible for us to open up the door of opportunity to thousands
of Massachusetts workers who are entering a future in which there
may be, quite literally, more jobs than people to fill them. And when
has any state ever had an opportunity like that in our lifetime - or
in all our history?

We need a College Opportunity Fund that will make it possible for
families to invest in a college education for their children without
mortgaging themselves for life.

And we must continue to invest in a first-class transportation system
and in the kind ofenvironmental quality that has made Massachusetts
one of the great places to live and to bring up one’s family.

This must be our agenda for the Commonwealth’s economic futu
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This is the agenda which will not only allow Massachusetts to keep
pace in the world economy but to lead it.

But the challenge Massachusetts now faces, the challenge we face
as a people, goes far beyond our commitment just to a strong
economy.

For we now have it within our power to ensure that every citizen
every citizen can contribute to and share in our economic good

fortune. Yes, we are going to continue to improve the standard of
living and provide adequate shelter for the poorest of our citizens
for those whose lives have been ravaged by forces beyond their
control.

And we have done much already dramatically increasing benefits
for those on public assistance; building more housing for families of
low and moderate income than at any time in our history; expanding
the number of state shelters for the homeless in four years from 2 to
60; and in the last eighteen months alone helping some 2,600
Massachusetts families move from shelters and from hotels and motels
into permanent housing.

But all of these things, important though they are, by themselves,
will do little to make it possible for every family in this Commonwealth
to earn its place in the Massachusetts success story.

In short our challenge today is not simply to help our citizens
survive; it is to help them flourish.

How do we do this? How do we create genuine opportunity for every
citizen and every family in this state of ours?

In two, very fundamental ways

First, we must redouble our efforts to help those who are now on
public assistance to lift themselves out of poverty, and I mean lift
themselves out of poverty. Thanks to the ET Choices program, some
thirty thousand welfare families have moved from welfare to work
in less than three and a half years. If all goes well, ten thousand more
will be joining them this year. And thanks to ET, a new Congress,
I hope and expect, will soon be making ET a policy for the nation.

Second, and this may be our greatest challenge, we must bring down
those barriers to opportunity that have, for too long, meant
generational poverty and dependency for too many. Now what are
those barriers? What are those barriers to opportunity that are making
it impossible for at least some of our citizens to share in all this, all
of these great things that we’ve been doing?
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First, the failure of responsible parents to provide the support their
children are entitled to have. Thanks to this Legislature this past year,
we now have the means and the tools to enforce our child support
laws aggressively and effectively. And I want to say to those parents
that the days when the taxpayers of this Commonwealth were
prepared to assume your responsibility to support your children are
over. You have a responsibility to that child, and if we have to go
after you and your wages to ensure that you understand what that
responsibility is, then we shall do so.

Drug and alcohol abuse probably the single most important
cause of poverty and dependency and crime we have in this country
of ours. Thanks to the work of the Governor’s Alliance Against Drugs
and the efforts of so many thousands of citizens across this
Commonwealth, no state is better equipped to take advantage of the
resources that the President and the Congress have now given us. And
we shall do so in every city and town in this Commonwealth. Our
goal: drug free schools by 1990.

Teen pregnancy now a fact of life for twenty thousand young
women in this Commonwealth. A virtual guarantee of poverty and
dependency in so many of those cases unless we do something about
it. And do something we will, as we work to provide these young
people with a better start to their adult lives.

School dropouts young people who are falling by the wayside
these days as they fail to take advantage of the educational
opportunities that are the ticket to their futures. We already know
that a combination of study and work, under the right direction, can
make for a world of difference for these youngsters. And we will work
particularly closely with those cities and towns that benefit most from
our new equal educational opportunity grants to ensure that every
youngster in this state and I mean every youngster earns a high
school diploma and an open door to a very bright future.

And finally, adult illiteracy no citizen of this or any other state
can possibly take advantage of the economic opportunity that we are
creating unless they can read and write and compute. And so we’re
going to create in this Commonwealth of ours, a Citizens’ Literacy
Corps a citizens’ literacy corps that 1 hope will attract literally
thousands of citizens who want to help open the door of opportunity
to thousands more. We’ll make a special effort to enlist the talent and
the idealism of our college students and senior citizens who can bring
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their own special brand of enthusiasm to this very, very important
effort.

Child support.
Drug and alcohol abuse.
Teen pregnancy.
School dropouts.
Adult illiteracy.
These are the barriers to opportunity. These are the barriers to our

dream of a society in which there is genuine opportunity for all.
And these are the barriers that in Massachusetts we will strive to

bring down. Totally. And to bring down permanently.
We begin that task a week from Saturday at an all-day conference

here in the State House a conference where legislators and mayors
and selectmen, and Tm delighted to see so many of my colleagues in
municipal government with us today, mayors and selectmen and
citizens from every corner of this Commonwealth will come together
to exchange ideas, to explore new approaches, to learn from each
other how we can bring down the barriers to opportunity.

For what we are talking about here is not some grand scheme
developed in the governor’s office or in the legislature. We’re talking
about the work and the leadership of citizens in every city and town

tackling these problems in communities and neighborhoods, in
schools and workplaces with plenty of support, of course, from
those of us at the State House.

I hope that each of you and every citizen of the Commonwealth
will think about the contribution that you can make and the role

that you can play in this effort.
It might be something as simple as suggesting to your boss that one

of our ET graduates ought to be hired by the company you work for.
Or something as challenging as volunteering an evening a week to help
a member of your community to learn how to read and write. But
whatever it is, 1 hope that every citizen of Massachusetts will join in
a grass roots campaign to open up that door of opportunity to every
citizen of our Commonwealth.

So join us this new year as we set out on our march along the road
of opportunity for all our citizens...a road that leads to a
Massachusetts where our schools are free of drugs...a road that leads
to a Massachusetts where every adult citizen can read and write...a
road that leads to a Massachusetts in which every youngster graduates
from high school...a road that leads to a Massachusetts in which our
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teenagers - and all parents understand and accept responsibility
for the consequences of their actions...and a road that leads to a
Massachusetts in which every single welfare family can look forward
to the day when it can walk out into the bright sunshine of opportunity
with a good job at decent wages in a safe and attractive
neighborhood...in which the members of every family in this
Commonwealth can say to themselves and to their fellow citizens,
“There’s a future for us now - and with it hope that our children
will live and have an even better life for themselves.”

For if there is one thing we have demonstrated over the past decade,
it is that we have the will and the means and the energy to create this
society - the kind of society that stands for economic opportunity
and economic justice.

It was Daniel Webster who challenged an earlier generation of Bay
Staters to “call forth its industry, to develop its resources”, and to
see whether they in their time, in his words, “might not perform
something worthy to be remembered.”

Let that be the challenge for this generation of Bay Staters. Let
history record that we did something worthy to be remembered. Let
us commit ourselves here and now that it will be our generation which
brings down the barriers to opportunities - our generation that will
make real the dream of opportunity for all.
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